
 



Romanian Farmers from Transilvania will be awarded during PRIA Agriculture 

Conference & Gala PRIA Romanian Farmers that will take palce on May  8th 2019, at 

Grand Hotel Napoca, room Viena, starting wit 9.30. 

PRIA Agriculture Conference & Gala PRIA Romanian Farmers from Transilvania is 

one of the most important events for agriculture and represents a real platform of 

debate between farmers, associations, central and local authorities. During PRIA – 

Romanian Farmers Awards Gala, we will recognize the efforts and the contribution of 

Romanian farmers who have invested financial resources, hard work and experience 

over time, contributed to the development or maintenance of Romanian agriculture to 

have a good place in the EU. We will recognize the efforts and the contribution of the 

Romanian farmers that invested Romanian capital, time, labor, knowledge and energy 

to Romanian agriculture – crucial engine of the Romanian economy. We will also 

recognize the merits of researchers and those who have helped maintain our 

agriculture. 

Agriculture is vital for the whole world. EU allocates a big budget and a special attention 

for this sector. This is why the Common Agricultural Politics consolidates the 

competitiveness and sustainability for the agriculture in EU by granting direct payments 

of farmers, market measures and financing programs for the development of rural 

areas in the Union. 

Because the agricultural sector is extremely important and because the Romanian 

farmers have done much for Romania’s agriculture, at the PRIA Agriculture conference 

we will award and applaud the activity, the energy, the work done and the patience of 

them. We will also find out what challenges they are facing and why they need to grow 

their businesses, but also what their success stories are 

At the second edition in Romania, through PRIA Gala Romanian Farmers, we will 

highlight and make people aware of the role of Romanian farmers in the development 

of agriculture in our country. 

Agriculture is vital for the whole world. EU allocates a big budget and a special attention 

for this sector. This is why the Common Agricultural Politics consolidates the 

competitiveness and sustainability for the agriculture in EU by granting direct payments 

of farmers, market measures and financing programs for the development of rural 

areas in the Union. 
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Because the agricultural sector is extremely important and because the Romanian 

farmers have done much for Romania’s agriculture, during PRIA Agriculture 

conference we will award and applaud the activity, the energy, the work done and the 

patience of them. We will also find out what challenges they are facing and why they 

need to grow their businesses, but also what their success stories are. 

Through PRIA Gala Romanian Farmers from Transilvania, we will highlight and make 

people aware of the role and role of Romanian farmers in the development of 

agriculture in our country. 

Romania's potential in the agricultural sector is very high and there is still room for 

growth. Below we will see problems that we face, but also solutions or suggestions for 

an essential growth of Romanian agriculture. 

It is very important to see how we can benefit from the CAP after 2020, how we attract 

more European funds, how we have good, constant results and sustainability, how we 

grow Romania's agriculture. 

Among the themes that will be addressed will be how and how will the Common 

Agricultural Policy show after 2020? How do we increase the absorption of European 

funds? How can banks, leasing companies and guarantee funds help increase the 

absorption of EU funds? What is the role of investment funds for agriculture? The work 

of the AFIR and APIA agencies, which play an essential role in the implementation of 

the Common Agricultural Policy. What steps will be taken this year? What amounts are 

allocated to each one? National cadastre. How should land fund law look like? Since 

when will the identification and delimitation of all mandatory agricultural parcels be 

based on cadastral data? What should be changed to the law that liberalized the land 

market? 

The Law of Food Waste. How will she apply in Romania? What do the authorities say? 

But all the other parties involved? How the chain works between producers, processors 

and retailers 

What do farmers or co-operatives have to consider when they think of establishing 

partnerships with commercial networks? The importance of Romanian products in the 

retailers' strategy. What should local network partners know to have as many products 

as possible on the shelf? How can I have a long and fruitful collaboration? 
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Supporting investments to increase the competitiveness of agricultural holdings, 

livestock farms, fruit and vegetables or grasslands and pastures? Diversifying 

production, increasing the quality of the products obtained and improving the overall 

performance of agricultural holdings; expansion at national or international level 

Support for the installation of young farmers in agriculture; State aids in agriculture - 

who can benefit from them? What subsidies do Romanian farmers receive for 

Campaign 2020? 

The invited lecturers are:  

Emil BOC - Mayor of Cluj-Napoca 

Istvan Valentin VAKAR - Vice President, Cluj County Council 

Floricel DIMA - State Secretary, Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development 

Valeriu TABĂRĂ - President of ASAS / Former Minister of Agriculture and Rural 
Development 

Felix ARION - General Manager, Agro Transilvania Cluster 

Prof. Cornel CĂTOI, PhD - Rector, University of Agricultural Sciences and 
Veterinary Medicine Cluj-Napoca 

Sorin CIPLEA - Vice President, Agricola Cooperativa Somesului Mic Meadow 

Nicolae TRITEAN - Director, Turda Research and Development Station 

Roxana VIDICAN - Dean, University of Agricultural Sciences and Veterinary 
Medicine Cluj-Napoca 

Ioan MERCA - Executive Director, Agency for Payments and Intervention for 
Agriculture Cluj (APIA Cluj) 

Stefan DIMITRIU - President, Chamber of Commerce and Industry Cluj 

For more details please see the conference website: https://priaevents.ro/conferinta-

pria-agriculture-si-gala-fermierilor-romani-din-transilvania-2019/ 


